
Australia Small Cap Income Unit Class
TAMIM Fund

Key Facts
Investment Structure: Unlisted unit trust

Minimum investment: A$100,000

Applications: Monthly

Redemptions: Monthly, with 30 days notice

Unit pricing frequency: Monthly

Distribution frequency: Semi-annual

Management fee: 1.25% p.a.

Performance fee: 20% of performance in excess of 
hurdle

Hurdle: RBA Cash Rate + 2.5%

Lock up period: Nil

Buy/Sell Spread: +0.25%/-0.25%

Exit fee: Nil

Administration & expense recovery fee: Up to 0.35%

NAV
Buy Price Mid Price Redemption Price

AU$ $0.9625 $0.9601 $0.9577

NAV
Portfolio Allocation

Equity 77.24%

Cash 22.76%

17.7%

10.0%

22.7%10.7%
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8.3%

3.5%
7.1% Cons. Disc.

Cons. Staples (non cyc)
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Contact
Darren Katz darren@tamim.com.au 0405 147 230

The month of June marks the end of the 2020 financial year and 
is an opportune time to reflect on the last twelve months. It 
would be an understatement to say the 2020 financial year has 
been a tumultuous one! 

The first half of FY20 (July-Dec 2019) saw global equities quite 
buoyant with countries around the world, particularly the 
US, experiencing low unemployment and a strong economic 
environment. This, together with a low inflationary environment, 
saw the perfect storm for loose monetary policy to drive 
equities ever higher.

Our portfolio significantly outperformed markets through this 
first half as we identified and invested in companies that were 
not only growing but exceeding investors’ expectations. As we 
entered 2HFY20 (Jan-Feb 2020) markets continued to rally as 
corporate earnings were strong and yet, in the background, the 
Covid-19 virus was spreading through China and into other parts 
of the world. The rest, as they say, is history.

We have reflected on the record March equities selloff over 
the last few months and, although we have recovered a large 
portion of those losses, we still have work to do so we can finish 
this calendar year in positive territory.

As we wrote in our March and April reports, the companies we 
owned performed extremely well from a financial perspective 
and, in most cases, exceeded expectations during the February 
reporting season. Unfortunately, government-imposed 
shutdowns completely disrupted many industries and business 
models and we were too slow to react as the markets were 
selling off aggressively.

We have reflected and analysed what we did wrong. There are 
two main takeaways we have identified from this selloff that we 
can learn from and take into the future.

The first is to listen to what the market was telling us. 
Unfortunately, this is much easier said than done. Essentially, 
as the market selloff was accelerating during the early part of 
March, we should have realised that the situation (lockdowns 
etc) would spread globally and would have such a significant 
economic impact.

Historically 10-15% market corrections have been good 
opportunities to buy equities as the returns that followed were 
attractive. This time around, buying the dip ended up being 
costly. Considering this market selloff was the most severe and 
swift we have ever seen, and such large market corrections 

At 30 June 2020

Monthly Return Stream

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD
2019 -1.07% 7.97% 1.03% 3.07% 1.99% -0.97% 5.05% 3.79% 4.76% 0.91% 5.67% 0.69% 38.93%

2020 2.19% -8.52% -40.88% 16.46% 10.24% 0.73% -28.52%

Note: Returns are quoted net of fees and assuming distributions are reinvested. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.
The information provided should not be considered financial or investment advice and is general information intended only for wholesale clients (as defined in the Corporations Act). The information presented does not take into account the investment objectives, financial 
situation and advisory needs of any particular person nor does the information provided constitute investment advice. Under no circumstances should investments be based solely on the information herein. You should seek personal financial advice before making any 
financial or investment decisions. The value of an investment may rise or fall with the changes in the market. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investment returns are not guaranteed as all investments carry risk. This statement relates to any claims made 
regarding past performance of any Tamim (or associated companies) products. Tamim does not guarantee the accuracy of any information in this document, including information provided by third parties. Information can change without notice and Tamim will endeavour 
to update this document as soon as practicable after changes. Tamim Funds Management Pty Limited and CTSP Funds Management Pty Ltd trading as Tamim Asset Management and its related entities do not accept responsibility for any inaccuracy or any actions taken in 
reliance upon this advice. All information provided in this document is correct at the time of writing and is subject to change due to changes in legislation. Please contact Tamim if you wish to confirm the currency of any information in the document.
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Central banks will continue to print money to support financial 
systems and prevent anyone too big from failing.

Whether you agree with these policies or not, the worst place 
to be is cash. With the cash rate so low, there is no return on 
your cash sitting in the back and its real value is being inflated 
away by the day. In an environment like this, asset prices, 
particularly equities, will continue to appreciate. But it is 
important to identify the companies that will perform better in 
these circumstances.

Eventually a vaccine together with improved treatments for 
Covid-19 will emerge and this crisis, just like many before it, 
will be behind us. It is important to remember that no matter 
what is upon us, there are always companies or industries that 
are benefitting; it is our job to find those opportunities and 
capitalise on them.

During June, the ASX300 was up +2.43%. The TAMIM Fund: Small 
Cap Income portfolio was up +0.73%. For the quarter, the Fund 
was up +29.33% while the ASX300 was up +16.79%.

We provide a brief update on the news flow from our holdings 
during June in the Portfolio Update section.

Sincerely yours, 

Ron Shamgar and the TAMIM Team. 

NOTE

Covid-19 is a situation that continues to evolve; the facts and 
figures are changing day by day. What applies today may not 
apply tomorrow. One must stay informed and have their opinions 
and actions evolve accordingly. Stay safe, take appropriate 
precautions and be sensible.

typically only happen every 10-20 years, it was arguably 
something that was hard to anticipate and avoid. We would 
hazard a guess that many of the investors who were sitting 
mostly in cash prior to the March crash had already been doing 
so for non-covid related reasons (i.e. they believed the markets 
were overvalued etc); sometimes it is simply better to be lucky 
than good (even if it did mean missing out on the best calendar 
year of returns in recent ASX history).

The second takeaway is one we can actually implement and 
use going forward, protecting our portfolio from such savage 
market corrections. Although our investment mandate is 
primarily investing in companies on the long side, we have 
realised that having a broad based index put option strategy 
across the portfolio would, in hindsight, have been very useful 
as it would have cushioned us from some of the downside of 
the March selloff. 

We have now implemented and overlaid this strategy, buying 
put options on the market when we feel the market is over 
extended or there is elevated uncertainty over the horizon. 
We believe that time is now, and we are actively managing this 
strategy going forward.

To be clear, our position is that focusing our time on trying 
to predict what the markets are going to do is mostly a 
distraction. We are more focussed on finding and investing in 
companies that will do well through all conditions, can grow 
revenue, have strong balance sheets and, most importantly, 
are managed by management teams we trust and have 
demonstrated track records. Over the long term, such a focus 
delivers outperformance even in the face of market corrections 
from time to time.

We believe that we have shown this as we adapted to the new 
Covid-19 reality and, as an example, bought into companies that 
have seen strong growth from the shift to online consumption 
and electronic payments. We will continue to adjust our views 
on certain industries based on the reality at large, rather than 
falling for structurally challenged industries or businesses that 
are disrupted by new trends or technologies.

Our portfolio has performed strongly since the March selloff 
and we are quite excited about the selection of businesses 
we are invested in. We expect these companies to outperform 
expectations this year and beyond.

We are also well aware that markets have had a strong run since 
March, mostly driven by loose central bank monetary policies 
and interest rates at or close to zero. In addition, government 
fiscal stimulus measures have kept jobs intact to some extent 
and driven a consumer spending boom. At some point though, 
economic growth has to take over from government stimulus. 

As we see the virus continue to spread in countries around the 
world, there’s no doubt that an economic recovery will take 
longer to occur than many initially guessed (and yes, however 
well informed they might have been, they were still guesses). 
We expect governments around the world to maintain stimulus 
and job keeping measures for as long as it takes, even if it does 
become more refined and targeted as the recovery drags on. 

At 30 June 2020
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Portfolio Update:

Macquarie Telecom (MAQ.ASX) is a leading data centre and telco company. Their data centres specialise in providing specialist cloud 
security colocation services, mainly to government agencies. The Telco division offers businesses data, voice and mobile services. 
Combined, the company has 
grown steadily over the years 
with a management team led 
by the two Tudehope bothers, 
cofounders of the business. 

For FY20, MAQ is forecasting 
EBITDA of $63-$66m. Data 
centres and cloud services 
makes up 70% of group earnings 
and we believe this is being 
considerably undervalued by 
the market when compared 
to their closest peer, NEXTDC 
(NXT.ASX), who trade on about 
25x EBITDA. MAQ is now on 15x. 
We see the stock continuing to 
rerate as the company will begin 
separating the data centre 
division earnings so the market 
can value it appropriately. We 
first bought into MAQ at $22.00 
and our valuation is $55.00. 

Flexigroup (FXL.ASX) is a consumer lender that has gradually evolved into a BNPL firm, finally appealing to the younger demographic 
customer base. The company has been the “ugly duckling” of its sector from a share price performance perspective, but the business 
is finally humming along. During June, the company updated that it has exceeded 2.1m customers and has processed over $2bn of 
transactions. Their BNPL brand, Humm, has grown online sales volumes by 282% in 2H2020.

The issue for FXL, being left behind in the midst of a booming 
BNPL sector, is the fact that the company is still churning 
through its legacy traditional credit card business together 
with the fact that their only exposure to Australia and NZ 
is not appealing enough to the growth centric investors. 
We see FXL as a value play in the BNPL sector and believe 
the company will look to enter the US and/or UK markets at 
some point. At that point we could see the stock potentially 
double or triple on such news. As of today, we value FXL at 
$1.80.

McMillan Shakespeare (MMS.ASX) is a salary packaging and novated lease provider in Australia along with asset finance in the UK. The 
company is highly profitable and diversified and has been a consistent dividend payer for many years. We took a position at $6.50 as 
investors grew concerned about the impact on car sales and new business growth due to Covid-19. 

This month, MMS provided a solid update. The business has been partially impacted by the difficult economic conditions but is still on 
track to generate $71m in underlying NPATA. This places the stock on about 10x PE and a 10% grossed up dividend yield. Historically, 
MMS has generated strong cash flows and has a reasonably geared balance sheet. We believe further sector consolidation will take 
place and MMS is well placed to lead it. We value MMS at $12.00.

Evolve Education (EVO.ASX) is a new position we initiated recently. EVO is a large, established and profitable child care operator in NZ 
with a small but growing operation in Australia. EVO is both a turnaround story and a growth story. The NZ operation consists of 123

Source: FXL company filings

Source: MAQ company filings
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centres generating $130m of revenue and the majority of the group’s $8.2m EBITDA for FY20. The Australian operation consists of 10 
centres, generating $10m of revenue.

Last year the company was recapitalised and a new 
management team, who founded G8 Education 
(GEM.ASX), took over. GEM was a market darling for 
many years under their leadership and we think 
they will replicate some of that early success with 
EVO. Just two years ago the NZ operations were 
generating over $20m of EBITDA and, with better 
cost management, we believe they can achieve that 
again. The growth opportunity is in Australia as the 
sector has been through a difficult period due to 
the impact of Covid-19 lockdowns and a glut of new 
centres over the last few years, driving centre occupancy lower. 

The positives are that finance constraints have driven new centre supply out of the market and government financial support for 
the sector has helped retain demand. We see the company, with negligible debt on its balance sheet and ample funding capacity, 
to opportunistically acquire centres in Australia over the next few years. We estimate EVO will earn $20m EBITDA in CY2021 and 
approximately 1 cent EPS. We think dividend payment is a highly likely next year. We value EVO at 16 cents.

Source: EVO company filings


